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HIST 2185
INTIMATE MATTERS:
A HISTORY OF SEX AND SEXUALITY IN THE WESTERN WORLD

Professor Monda Halpern

Mondays, 12:30-2:30 pm, UC 224

Office: Lawson Hall 2266
Phone: 519-661-2111, ext. 84980
Email: halpern@uwo.ca
Office Hours: Mondays, 3:00-4:30 pm,
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COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Not solely a biological expression that is static and fixed, sexuality is ever-changing, and has a dynamic and vibrant history. This full-credit lecture course will examine the history of sexuality across time and cultures, emphasizing the nineteenth and twentieth century. It will investigate sexual desire and behavior, and sexual and gender ideologies, and will explore how they relate to a variety of topics, including perceptions of the body, marriage, reproduction, prostitution, same-sex relations, pornography, disease, and religious, medical and psychiatric intervention. All of these issues will be studied to underscore the concept
that sexuality, along with connected notions of masculinity and femininity, are largely social constructions, and have been the object of intense social scrutiny and political regulation.

REQUIRED READINGS:

(available for purchase in the university bookstore; also available on two-hour reserve in Weldon Library)


The online articles cited below.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

First-Term Quiz 
October 7, 2013 
15%

Mid-Term Exam: 
November 18, 2013 
30%

Second-Term Document Review (4 pages)  
February 10, 2014 
20%

Final Exam: 
TBA (April 2014) 
35%

Document Review: In addition to incorporating scholarly articles, your required books (Clark and Peiss) include reprints of historical documents (documents written during the
historical time period that we are studying). Your assignment is to choose one document (select a document from second term), and write a brief review.

Using the three bolded headings below to organize your paper, you will

1. Explain the “norm,” trend, event, or movement to which the author was reacting (one page)
2. Outline the main ideas that the author expressed (one page)
3. Assess the strengths and weakness of the document in terms of its content and impact (2 pages)

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

Students should be able to:

analyze the ways in which gender and sexuality are socially constructed, and thus vary over time, place, class, and cultures.

examine the ways in which the history of sex and sexuality intersect with other historical trends and movements.

explore the ways in which discourses about sex and sexuality have often been used as a tool of oppression, and as a way to promote the status quo.

PLEASE NOTE:

During all lectures, videos, and class breaks, the recreational use of lap-tops (web browsing, emailing, etc.), as well as the use of all wireless handheld devices (cell phones, etc.), is not permitted in the classroom.

REMINDER:

Students are reminded that academic accommodation on medical grounds can in most instances only be granted if supported by a University of Western Ontario Student Medical Certificate. This form can be accessed at the following website:
https://studentservices.uwo.ca/secure/medical_document.pdf or be picked up at the Academic Counselling Office in the student’s home faculty (For Social Science students 2105 SSC). Further details on this policy can be found at the following website:

A copy of the Faculty of Social Science policy on plagiarism has been attached to this syllabus. Students who violate these guidelines can expect to incur the full weight of the penalties outlined therein. The University of Western Ontario uses software for plagiarism checking. Students may be required to submit their written work in electronic form for plagiarism checking.

LECTURE SCHEDULE:

SEPTEMBER:

9 - Introduction

16 - Theories of Sexuality

Clark: “Introduction,” 1-12


23 - The Classical Period (QUIZ PREPARATION)

Clark: 13-15

Clark: Giulia Sissa, “Sex and Sensuality in the Ancient World,” 16-28

30 - The Christian Foundations of Sexuality

Pagels, “The Book of Genesis,” xi-xiv

Pagels: “The Kingdom of God Is at Hand,” 3-31

Pagels: “The ‘Paradise of Virginity’ Regained,” 78-97

OCTOBER:

7 - The Middle Ages (QUIZ, 30 minutes)
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2887497

http://www.jstor.org/stable/381777

14 - Thanksgiving: No Class

21 - The Renaissance (and Reformation)

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3189091


28 - The Enlightenment (EXAM PREPARATION)

Clark: 95-97

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3133533

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3704033

NOVEMBER:
4 - European and Native Contact in the “New World”

Peiss: 26-27

Peiss: Theda Perdue, “Columbus Meets Pocahontas in the American South,” 39-46

Peiss: Jennifer M. Spear, “Interracial Unions in French Louisiana,” 56-68

11 - Carnal in the Colonies

Peiss: 70

Peiss: Kathleen Brown, “‘Changed...into the Fashion of Man’: The Politics of Sexual Difference in a Seventeenth-Century Anglo-American Settlement,” 80-92


18 - IN-CLASS MID-TERM EXAM

25 - Victorian Ideology: Female Passionless?

Clark: 115-17


Peiss: Nancy F. Cott, “Passionless: An Interpretation of Victorian Sexual Ideology, 1790-1850,” 131-41

DECEMBER:

2 - Rape and Violence in the American Slave South

Peiss: 142-43

Peiss: Brenda E. Stevenson, “Slave Marriage and Family Relations,” 159-73

WINTER BREAK

JANUARY:

6 - It's a Girl Thing: The Popularity of “Female Friendships”

Clark: 141-43


Peiss: 187-88

Peiss: Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, “The Female World of Love and Ritual,” 201-14


The Causes of Urban, Middle-Class Reformers (three weeks):

13 - 1. Obscenity and Censorship

Peiss: 238-39

Peiss: Jesse F. Battan, “‘The Word Made Flesh’: Language, Authority, and Sexual Desire in Late Nineteenth-Century America,” 252-64


20 - 2. Prostitution and Venereal Disease

Clark: 161-63

Clark: Philippa Levine, “Prostitution, Race and Politics: Venereal Disease and the British Empire,” 164-75

27 - 3. Eugenics and Reproduction

Peiss: 308-09


FEBRUARY:

3 - Gay and Lesbian Communities

Peiss, 337-38

Peiss: George Chauncey, Jr. “Gay Men’s Strategies of Everyday Resistance,” 357-65


10 - Sexologists, Psychiatrists, and “Deviance” (DOCUMENT REVIEW DUE)

Clark: 183-85


READING WEEK

24 - Sexuality and Nationalism


http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_canadian_studies/v039/39.2vacante.html

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3704872

MARCH:

3 - Conformity and Coercion in the 1950s and 60s
Peiss: 367

Peiss: David Harley Serlin, “Christine Jorgensen and the Cold War Closet,” 384-93

Peiss: Jeffrey Escoffier, “Popular Sociology, Reading, and Coming Out,” 393-403

10 - Women’s Rights, Gay Rights, and the “Sexual Revolution” in the 1960s and 70s
Clark: 295-96


Peiss: 405

Peiss: David Allyn, “Fomenting a Sexual Revolution,” 423-31

Peiss: Marc Stein, “Sex, Politics in the City of Brotherly Love,” 431-43

17 - The AIDS Crisis in the 1980s and 90s (EXAM REVIEW)

Peiss: 460

Peiss: Ronald Bayer, “AIDS and the Bathhouse Controversy,” 471-83

24 - Transgendered Lives
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3097144

http://www.jstor.org/stable/20838217

31 - Global Protest: Female Circumcision; Rape and Victims of War

Clark: 233-35

Clark: Bodil Folke Frederiksen, “Jomo Kenyatta, Marie Bonaparte and Bronislaw Malinowski on Clitoridectomy and Female Sexuality,” 236-51

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3813647

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3810388

“Somali Refugees: Rape in the Camps,” *Off Our Backs*, 29, 7 (July 1999): 3
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20836405

APRIL:

7 - The New Hypersexuality? Sex on the Internet, and the Cult of Youth, Health, and Beauty
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3813457

http://www.jstor.org/stable/40004551

http://www.jstor.org/stable/20838257
SUPPORT SERVICES
Students who are in emotional/mental distress should refer to Mental Health@Western
http://www.uwo.ca/uwocom/mentalhealth/ for a complete list of options about how to obtain help.

Please contact the course instructor if you require material in an alternate format or if you require any other arrangements to make this course more accessible to you. You may also wish to contact Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) at 661-2111 x 82147 for any specific question regarding an accommodation.

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

PLAGIARISM

Students must write their essays and assignments in their own words. Whenever students take an idea, or a passage from another author, they must acknowledge their debt both by using quotation marks where appropriate and by proper referencing such as footnotes or citations. Plagiarism is a major academic offense (see Scholastic Offence Policy in the Western Academic Calendar).

All required papers may be subject to submission for textual similarity review to the commercial plagiarism detection software under license to the University for the detection of plagiarism. All papers submitted will be included as source documents in the reference database for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of papers subsequently submitted to the system. Use of the service is subject to the licensing agreement, currently between The University of Western Ontario and Turnitin.com (http://www.turnitin.com).

The following rules pertain to the acknowledgements necessary in academic papers.

A. In using another writer's words, you must both place the words in quotation marks and acknowledge that the words are those of another writer.

You are plagiarizing if you use a sequence of words, a sentence or a paragraph taken from other writers without acknowledging them to be theirs. Acknowledgement is indicated either by (1) mentioning the author and work from which the words are borrowed in the text of your paper; or by (2) placing a footnote number at the end of the quotation in your text, and including a correspondingly numbered footnote at the bottom of the page (or in a separate reference section at the end of your essay). This footnote should indicate author, title of the work, place and date of Publication and page number. Method (2) given above is usually preferable for academic essays because it provides the reader with more information about your sources and leaves your text uncluttered with parenthetical and tangential references. In either case words taken from another author must be enclosed in quotation marks or set off from your text by single spacing and indentation in such a way that they cannot be mistaken for your own words. Note that you cannot avoid indicating quotation simply by changing a word or phrase in a sentence or paragraph which is not your own.
B. In adopting other writer’s ideas, you must acknowledge that they are theirs.

You are plagiarizing if you adopt, summarize, or paraphrase other writers' trains of argument, ideas or sequences of ideas without acknowledging their authorship according to the method of acknowledgement given in 'At above. Since the words are your own, they need not be enclosed in quotation marks. Be certain, however, that the words you use are entirely your own; where you must use words or phrases from your source; these should be enclosed in quotation marks, as in 'A' above.

Clearly, it is possible for you to formulate arguments or ideas independently of another writer who has expounded the same ideas, and whom you have not read. Where you got your ideas is the important consideration here. Do not be afraid to present an argument or idea without acknowledgement to another writer, if you have arrived at it entirely independently. Acknowledge it if you have derived it from a source outside your own thinking on the subject.

In short, use of acknowledgements and, when necessary, quotation marks is necessary to distinguish clearly between what is yours and what is not. Since the rules have been explained to you, if you fail to make this distinction, your instructor very likely will do so for you, and they will be forced to regard your omission as intentional literary theft. Plagiarism is a serious offence which may result in a student’s receiving an ‘F’ in a course or, in extreme cases, in their suspension from the University.

MEDICAL ACCOMMODATION

The University recognizes that a student’s ability to meet his/her academic responsibilities may, on occasion, be impaired by medical illness. Please go to https://studentservices.uwo.ca/secure/medical_accommodations_link_for_OOR.pdf to read about the University’s policy on medical accommodation. Please go to http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/handbook/appeals/medicalform.pdf to download the necessary form. In the event of illness, you should contact Academic Counselling as soon as possible. The Academic Counsellors will determine, in consultation with the student, whether or not accommodation is warranted. They will subsequently contact the instructors in the relevant courses about the accommodation. Once a decision has been made about accommodation, the student should contact his/her instructors to determine a new due date for term tests, assignments, and exams.

If you have any further questions or concerns please contact, Rebecca Dashford, Undergraduate Program Advisor, Department of History, 519-661-2111 x84962 or rdashfo@uwo.ca